Pam Leinmiller

Elevating executive
communication

Meet Pam
Pam Leinmiller has an elevated perspective on communication.

Connect with Pam on Social Media:
Facebook.com/PamLeinmiller

She has climbed multiple mountains, including Mount Kilimanjaro,
and helps her audiences scale equally daunting heights, guiding

LinkedIn.com/IN/PamLeinmiller

them through the terrain of public speaking.
Pam leverages diverse technical and non-technical training, with
expertise in IT, pharmaceutical, healthcare, research, marketing
and sales, as well as her certifications in DISC and Driving Forces
Assessments with TTI Success Insights.
Her deep understanding of how we think and learn captivates
audiences, as they connect with her compelling stories of
challenges overcome. She not only helps brilliant leaders become
equally brilliant communicators, she trains some of today’s most
outstanding thought leaders to effectively share their messages as
a TEDx speaker coach.

TAKE YOUR MEETING TO A NEW LEVEL!

Instagram.com/PamLeinmiller
Twitter.com/PamLeinmiller

BOOK PAM
NOW FOR
YOUR
EVENT
WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT PAM
keynotes
workshops
coaching

"Pam is one of the most successful business women that I know. Her ability to grasp concepts, situations, and provide solutions to her clients is unparalleled."

Mark Mozely, Highlander Technology Solutions

“You were absolutely phenomenal as keynote! I received fantastic reviews about your
keynote and how you connected with the audience.”

Apurva Ghelani, Director, Solutions Consulting at Fiserv

404-692-4762
Pam@
PamLeinmiller.com

Keynotes
Inspire and motivate powerful
communication for leaders,
managers, sales teams and
technical experts.

PAM’S MOST REQUESTED TALKS:

Workshops
Learn and practice the practical
communication skills that compel
action, improve sales, and build
alignment.

Coaching
Executives and teams that
need to amplify communication
and perform higher levels,can get
the guidance and support coaching
provides.

Communicating As If
Your Life Depends On It

Peak Communication
For Peak Performance

Climbers never climb alone and their climbs require

High performance organizations require high performance

precise, time-sensitive communication. Similarly, in

communications. Just like scaling the highest mountains in

business if you don’t communicate effectively with your

the world, proper skills and techniques are vital for scaling

team you won’t necessarily make it. The dangers of

the dizzying heights of exceptional communication. These

missed communications can be devastating. Learn

skills can be taught and used effectively, regardless of the

how to build a clear message that connects and

individual’s comfort level with public speaking. The result is

convinces at the highest levels. Your professional life

more cohesive teams, clearer objectives, and better results.

depends on it.

Pam’s

Experience
TTI Success Insights

DISC Certified

NSA Professional

